
Editorial

The ‘new nutrition’ and physical activity

Nutritional science, the discipline, is in the midst of

revolutionary change. The Giessen Declaration1 reposi-

tions nutritional science as follows: ‘. . .the most relevant

and urgent work to be done by professionals working in

nutrition science and in food and nutrition policy, is in its

three biological, social and environmental dimensions all

together [. . .] this will require a broad, integrated

approach’.

Public Health Nutrition (PHN), the journal (under the

leadership of one of the signatories of The Giessen

Declaration), has been an intellectual leader in the ‘new

nutritional science’ by providing a forum for representa-

tive articles. With the formal declaration, PHN’s role will

necessarily morph to more fully reflect this broadened

perspective.

Public health nutrition, the discipline, has incorporated

an emphasis on physical activity (PA), in a broadened

context of metabolic and behavioural influences on

energy balance and obesity2. With levels of obesity

increasing rapidly around the globe3, PA is an important

part of the energy balance equation4 and an important

determinant of whether people become obese. In the light

of The Giessen Declaration, an important issue is the

relative influence of environmental versus. more tra-

ditional psychosocial factors on people’s PA-related

choices and behaviour. This is important because the

major influences become targets for formulating strategies

to promote PA5.

In this issue of PHN, De Bourdeaudhuij and colleagues6

have published an important article on the relative

influences of environment and psychosocial variables on

levels of PA among urban residents in two European

countries. Their work is important because there has been

little research on environmental influences in Europe;

because the physical environments are older, differently

organised, and appear to some of us Americans to be

friendlier to bicycle riding than US cities; and because very

few studies have combined psychosocial and environ-

mental variables in predicting behaviour.

The predominantly low level of predictiveness obtained

for most of the tested models is similar to findings in

previous research5 and suggests that more innovative

conceptual models are needed to understand PA

behaviour7. The proportionally greater predictiveness by

psychosocial over environmental variables will be

surprising to some8, and suggests an important role for

behaviour-change campaigns, over building new physical

environments, in promoting PA. The very high predictive-

ness (R 2 ¼ 0.41) of moderate to vigorous PA in Portugal is

rare5 and suggests that efforts to enhance social norms for

PA can have a substantial effect on increasing PA in urban

Portugal. Alternatively, the high correlation between an

index with only a few items (norms) and self-reported PA

leads to some concern that common responsive bias might

account for this correlation.

The differences in both levels and patterns of

predictiveness between Portugal and Belgium deserve

replication and raise important issues about possible

differences in how cultures or national or local policies

influence behaviour9. This area of investigation requires

longitudinal research wherein the direction of causality

between psychosocial and behavioural variables can be

more carefully assessed10. The findings need to be

replicated using more objective measures of the PA

environment11 and of PA itself since psychosocial variables

seem to correlate more highly with self-report than with

objectively assessed PA (Jago R, personal communication).

An issue not generally assessed in this literature is the

specificity of effect of the environment. For example,

living in an area of diverse land use should influence

walking for shopping behaviour but is unlikely to

influence recreational activity (e.g. jogging for health,

playing sports). Since psychosocial characteristics may

interact with environmental characteristics12, including

selected interaction terms in analyses would also be

valuable. Qualitative research on how social norms

manifest in the PA experience of Portuguese adults and

on how to overcome normative barriers may be helpful in

designing effective behavioural interventions13.

Thus, De Bourdeaudhuij et al.6 address important issues

concerning the influences on PA and in the process raise a

number of other issues requiring attention, if we are going

to remedy the low levels of PA among adults.

A second important article in this issue concerns PA and

children. Cardon et al.14 used cluster analysis to identify

groups of boys and girls, separately, based on their

responses to common psychosocial variable question-

naires. This is a substantial innovation because most

research in this area has dealt with bivariate correlations or

regression analyses to identify the key linear or binary

correlates of PA. A cluster analysis approach emanates

from the discipline of social marketing, where there is

substantial concern for market segments15. Clustering of

psychosocial variables has been reported with regard to
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diet among adults16 but has not been reported with regard

to PA, or among children. The clusters identified by

Cardon et al. approximate those found regarding diet

among adults16, and raise issues of whether parents

socialise their children into clusters similar to themselves.

The psychosocial variables included in these analyses

were primarily cognitive. It is not clear at what age these

cognitive types of variables account for the behaviour of

the children. For example, children in this age range (9–11

years) have been called ‘tweens’ because those at the

lower end of the range are likely still under the strong

influence of parents, while those at the older range are

entering puberty, initiating separation from parents and

starting strong influence from peers. Future research with

this age group should include social norm or maturational

status variables. Since there are virtually no longitudinal

investigations of PA among children, hopefully these

authors have plans to conduct a follow-up on this sample,

include these additional variables, and assess the longer-

term influences and direction of causality of the cognitive

variables, especially just before and across transitions

where PA declines drastically17.

Because social desirability of response may contribute

to both biased responses and confounding among

children this age18, future research with this age group

should also control for this. In addition, since some

children this age have difficulty telling time and may not

wear watches (important for reporting durations of PA

events), hopefully these results will be replicated with

more objective measures of PA. It is not clear how these

clusters related to the several components of socio-

economic status (e.g. family income, parent educational

attainment, occupational prestige). Multi-country research

would also be valuable to elucidate cultural, national

policy and other influences. Qualitative research would be

valuable within the market subgroups to elucidate the

factors that may encourage or discourage PA and how best

to deal with them in PA-promoting programmes13.

The intervention research trying to capitalise on

psychosocial variables has generally employed ‘tailoring’,

i.e. providing motivational or related messages to

participants based on their responses to individual

psychosocial questionnaire items19. Very little such work

has been reported with children. Identifying subgroups of

children based on responses to a variety of questions

offers promise of designing strong interventions for

internally homogeneous groups. The challenge, alterna-

tively, is to find settings where the homogeneous

subgroups congregate and thereby make it feasible to

deliver programmes targeted to them20. For example,

children participating on school sport teams (the

‘positives’?) may already be getting substantial PA in

season; activity-promoting programmes for them might be

for when their sport is not in season. Children who do not

engage in after-school programmes and live in unsafe

neighbourhoods, and so cannot play outside (the

‘negatives’?), may need programmes on how to be active

in their homes (which may be useless to the children on

the sports teams). As with all good research, these findings

raise as many new issues as answered old issues, with the

usual admonition: ‘More research is necessary’.

The ‘New Nutrition’ broadly expands nutritional science

beyond its original biological foundations. Including

environmental and psychosocial dimensions in research

offers promise for designing programmes or social policies

that can remedy the biological problems already clearly

defined (e.g. obesity, metabolic syndrome, some cancers,

etc.). PHN exults in the broadened perspective and will

continue to contribute to building the knowledge base for

effective programmes and social policies.
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